
Language stay in Broadstairs 2022 

After a rollercoaster of good and bad news about the travel rules in England, we finally 

arrived on Sunday 23rd of January at London Heathrow Airport. The coach drove us to 

Broadstairs, a little village on the east coast in the area Thanet near Canterbury. On 

Monday morning we had to take our “Day2test”, which allowed us to start school at 

Hilderstone College. Unfortunately, not everyone passed that test and had to stay in 

isolation at his host family. But there was also an online English course from Hilderstone 

in which they were able to join. The days of the first week flew by with a lot of school, some 

fun events in the evening and an excursion to Canterbury. A few brave students did even 

take a swim in the sea regardless of the cold winter temperatures. 

 

The class in Canterbury 

 

Brave students in the sea 



On Saturday 29th of January the whole group went to a sunny London City where they 

spent the day strolling around the city and enjoying some pub time. Nearly every evening 

of the second week was full of funny and informative events at Hilderstone College. 

Especially the magician who made a great show and even showed us some of his tricks, 

was appreciated. 

 

London City 

On our last day at Hilderstone College we spent the afternoon at the bowling center, where 

some of the students were showing off their talent and some (especially the teacher) their 

non-talent…       In the evening a cool DJ made even the non-dancers moving their feet. 

The next morning was a little rough, as we spent more than two hours on the coach, 

picking up everybody at their host family homes. But in the end, we all made it back to 

Zurich safe and sound. 

 

       Martina Bruggisser 


